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Update patch log (2018/7/5) : Hello everyone: The patch will be updated in a few hours. Because of player desire, we will
update as soon as possible. Patch log: 1. Added 'Historical date'. To prepare for the new game mission system. 2. Added
'AutoSave'. Ensure game progress safety. 3. Added two options: 'Resolution' and 'WindowMode'. It will fix bug: mouse click
incorrect postion. We have filtered suitable resolutions, according to ur device. ps: DO NOT try to modify the ini files in game
folder. using a game resolution higher than desktop resolution, MAY casue 'mouse click incorrect postion' BUG. pps: New
patch will cause the old game save invalid.. Developing milestone of National Machine : Hello everyone, I will post developing
milestone of National Machine. Let players to know developing schedule. However, English is not my mother language. This
schedule may not easy to read, but I will illustrate it. I will update news regularly by develop status. Here we go, what new
content will be coming? National Machine will post 3 new important contents in 3 months: 1.Design Blueprint, production data
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and Technology tree. (March) a)Design blueprint and production data. This content will allow player to design custom products.
For example: It means fighters will not be only Spitfire, it will be Gloster Gladiato Mk I, Spitfire MK I, Spitfire MK 22 and so
on. Use different processes to Smelt steel, will product different features of steel. These processes may include forged, rolled,
carburized, quenching and so on. Corrosion resistance and thermostability steel is a good material for cylinder of motor, but
high hardness steel suitable for use in armor. b)Technology tree. Technology tree will unlock processes and concepts. For
example: process of turn coal into gas and oil or design concept of tank slope armor. Every country will get different technology
tree, but now there will be only British. The other countries tech tree will be coming in later of this year. 2.Fight: enemy
bombing. (April) Because of you provide weapon to your country, the enemy wants to destroy your factory, you need to protect
your factory and resource using aa. Because of players could only choose British, the enemy main force bombers will be Do.
Series. 3.Workers and scientists. (May) Machine cannot make machines in 1930s. Workers also are warriors and a part of
national war machine. At the WWII war advanced further, men go to front line, more and more women go to factories. How to
train their skill and protect their life? You have to consider. Skilled workers and scientists will could test weapons, promote the
progress of science and technology and super weapons (they are nuclear, computer and something can decided winner).. Update
patch 0.9.1.0725 : Hello everyone, has been update 2 times in a short time. Patch log: 1. Added language: German, Russian,
Japanese and Chinese *New language text is not so good, but it still help you to understand the game. 2.. Update patch
0.9.2.0130 : Hello everyone: will be updated in 1 hour. Patch Log: 1. UI is optimized. 2. Performance is optimized. 3. Some
bugs fixed. Thank you all.. Update patch 0.9.2.0115 : Hello everyone: I am very sorry about we did not update for a long time.
Because I was busy with building dev team. It need me to raise funds, recruit new developers and train them. will be update in a
few hours. Patch Log: 1. Logistics system has been totally rebuild. 2. Complicated port operating is removed. 3. Add a new
system : Line manager. 4. Add 'turntable' to realize track merged and Separated. * The new version will cause previous saves
invalid. Thank you all.. Developing plan (2018/7/4) : Hello everyone: The next update will release in two weeks. Changes as
following: 1. Graphic setting will add some options:resolution, windowed mode 2. Game Targets will rebuild to Game missions.
3. Operating 'Ports' will be improved to easy using. 4. UI will be improved:The producting state of factories, for example. 5.
Language text will add:German, Japanese, Chinese, Russian, French and Polish. We are also wroking for a new gameplay what
is 'Blueprint Design' now. We hope it will be update to game in a few weeks.This gameplay is a huge workload for us. Therefore
we cannot give a specific time right now. Blueprint Design: Players can design blueprints. Producing different product (e.g..
Update patch 0.9.2.0430 : Hello everyone: will be updated in 3 hours. 'Design Blueprint','Production data' and 'Technology tree'
did not test successfully, therefor these game play will not update in this patch. We plan to update them in early May. Patch
Log: 1. UI is remade. 2. A new building: bridge' added to instead sub-tunnel. Eric Thank you all.. How to contact us? : There is
no official website now. My email: nmericsunhotmail.com. Update patch 0.9.1.0811 : Hello everyone, A new patch has updated.
Patch log: 1. Tunnel track will cause crash has fixed. 2. Performance is improved. I am very sorry about merge track is not
added in this patch. Merge track cause us rebuild traffic logic and generate many work. I think we will complete in few days..
Update patch 0.9.2.0117 : Hello everyone: will be updated in 1 hour. Patch Log: 1. Demolish is optimized, it will be easy to use.
2. Fix a bug in tutorial. 3. UI is optimized. Thank you all.
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